
How Can I Visit Your Display Garden ??? 

*** What follows are changes in policy for those wishing to simply visit and enjoy our Display Garden, 

and is different from those customers visiting with the intent of making Nursery purchases; we will cover 

those changes in an upcoming post. 

*** For the past 15 years we have grown and enlarged the size of our Display Garden, to the current 

layout where we are able to offer over 2000 AHS Registered Cultivars plus Hundreds of Seedlings; and 

while over 50 of these come from other hybridizers, the majority are a result of our own Hybridizing 

Program.  

*** With the design and layout of the garden, coupled with the number of cultivars featured, we are a 

destination garden for many folks, drawing not only our local faithful customers, but also visitors 

nationwide and internationally, and are often invited to host individual tour groups and convention 

attendees.   Because we are now a Private Display Garden, there are changes in how one can arrange to 

visit us.  

*** If you are an existing customer, a previous visitor, or possess one of our Gift Certificates or 

Postcards, you are already extended an invitation from us to visit in the future; however, you must still 

contact us to schedule your visit, as for the most part we will no longer have regular hours.   

*** We will continue to schedule occasional Special Events, and for 2021 we are hosting 3 Open Houses 

during the Season, all on Sundays from Noon till 5 PM; July 11th, July 25th, August 8th; so mark your 

calendars.  During these events we can accept nursery orders for pickup at a later date; we will not be 

field digging plants, but potted varieties will be available for sale, as well as items from our Gift Shop. 

*** On Thursdays & Fridays during July, Gardens Buffalo-Niagara sponsors Individual Open Gardens 

scattered throughout the region with varied days and hours available.  We are not allowed to participate 

in this event, but some select gardens will have invitations available if you wish to visit us, and we will be 

available for those folks who want to include us as part of their travels during those 10 specific days. 

*** So in theory, our plans should all work out; but in reality, someone will innocently come to visit, and 

that special daylily(s) will start calling out to them, and they are then inclined to want to purchase.  In 

those situations, we will address the situation so we best meet the needs of our guest, but ordinarily we 

would accept an order for later pickup, either that day or on a future date; in some situations, especially 

for those who live a distance away, we can dig an order while they wait. 

*** We continue to be available for group visits; please have your group leader/tour operator contact us 

to make specific arrangements, keeping in mind that July is Peak Bloom Season. 

*** Please watch for our next post, where we will outline our procedure for Nursery Sales.  

 


